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COMPANY DESCRIPTION

NXM is a leader in Autonomous Security technologies designed to safeguard connected devices, protect personal privacy and enable data versatility at the edge.

NXM partners with global leaders in communications, semiconductors, insurance, manufacturing, and government to develop next generation security and enterprise solutions.

20 person technical, engineering, and management team.
NXM Autonomous Security

We develop Autonomous Security software that enables IoT device networks to defend themselves against hackers, ensure data integrity and protect personal privacy without the need for manual oversight or intervention.
COLLABORATION: AREAS OF INTEREST

Interested in collaborations that will extend our market presence in the following areas:

- IoT and embedded device solution providers
- Companies that are actively developing solutions in the smart home automation, consumer electronics, and medical device market segments.
- Aerospace
PARTNERS AND EXPERTISE

Key Partnerships:
Arm, Underwriters Laboratories (UL), STMicro

Desired Expertise
Aerospace (communications, systems architecture)
Firmware engineering
CONTACT DETAILS

Firm Name: NXM Labs, Inc.
Your Name: Scott Rankine, CEO
Email Address: scott@nxmlabs.com
Company web site: nxmlabs.com
Additional points of contact attending this session:
Seth Hardy, Sr. Director Security Architecture - seth@nxmlabs.com
Holly Gardner, Director, Strategic Initiatives – holly@nxmlabs.com
B2Match Profiles: Holly Gardner & Seth Hardy
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